
Drip Coffee

Espresso Based 

Cold Coffee 

Pour Over Coffee Service

Daily Brew - Coffee Bar

Espresso - Double Shot 

Cafe Au Lait/Cafe con Leche

Americano

Espresso, originating in Italy, is a special way a
coffee bean is treated, ground more finely, and at
the time of ordering, then packed into a portafilter,
where hot steam is force through the espresso to
make a shot. We pride ourselves on using the
traditional method and not automating this process.
So for a good espresso based drink, we ask you to
practice patience as it will take a few minutes, to
grind, and express the shot.  So have a seat and
enjoy the music.

We offer an American style drip brew coffee
bar with a free refill until 1pm daily. If you
don't see what you need, just ask a barista as
we probably have it. Our daily brews always
include a medium, dark, decaffeinated and
flavored roast.

We provide the ground beans, a Chemex, a
kettle of water, and a thermometer so that you
can perfect your coffee experience. We also
provide instructional videos for beginners.
Each serving includes 22 grams person. 

Pure espresso, no additives.

French/Spanish version of brewed coffee with
hot milk. In Poland it's called white coffee
(kawa biala), and in Germany milk coffee
(MilchKaffee). 

the USA is one of a few countries that brews
coffee with a drip coffee brewer. If you order a
coffee in another country they usually just
make you an espresso shot and add water. As
such a shot of espresso with hot water is an
"Americano". 

6.50

3.50

3.75

4.50

3.75

Iced Coffee
This is just what it sounds like, brewed coffee
iced down. We use coffee ice coffee cubes to
not dilute the flavor or the caffeine.

4.00

Cold Brew
Our Anodyne cold brew is steeped in distilled
water for 24 hours and served over ice. 

4.95

Java Juice
Brought to you by the Saturday Green Markets,
java juice is cold brew and juice, available in
lemonade, cranberry, chocolate lemonade,
pineapple, and sugar free lemonade.

4.95

Cortado
This tiny little drink is equal parts 1:1 espresso
with steamed milk and is served in a small
glass or cup.

4.75

Capuccino
Similar to latte with the exception of the
portions of foam and milk are different. Being
1/3 espresso, 1/3 steamed milk, 1/3 milk foam. 

5.25

Mocha
This “dirty” Ghirardelli hot chocolate is made
with dark Ghiradelli chocolate, steamed milk or
white Monin chocolate syrup and a shot of
espresso.

Flat White
This tiny little Australian thing is 1/3 ristretto
(longer espresso shot) and 2/3 steamed milk.  

4.75

Machiato
this tiny drink translates to "marked or stained"
it's a shot of espresso with a layer of steamed
foam, allowing the power of the espresso to still
shine through. P.S. A "Caramel Macchiato" is not
what you think, see Lattes for the real truth. 

4.75

Hot Drinks
Ghirardelli Hot Chocolate

Steamer
Steamed Milk & Choice of Flavored Syrup 

4.75

4.75

Hot Apple Cider 4.75

5.95


